Marlin Medical Foundation Awards Grant to ServingHIM

_Donation will support ServingHIM’s mission of ministering to physical and spiritual needs in impoverished areas of the world_

**DALLAS – September 22, 2021** – Marlin Medical Foundation, the philanthropic arm of Marlin Medical Solutions, today announced a $5,000 grant to ServingHIM, a Texas-based nonprofit organization dedicated to serving others worldwide by ministering to their physical and spiritual needs.

ServingHIM provides quality medical and dental care to impoverished areas in Romania, Guatemala, and Moldova helping hurting people with much needed health care. They send mission teams, equipment, supplies and resources to equip their missionaries in the field, bringing hope and healing to very poor families. The Children’s Ministry works with public schools and local village churches to teach healthy habits and conduct Vacation Bible School. The organization’s mission outreach teams also distribute livestock and food baskets to families in very poor villages, as well as provide home repair, stoves, and latrines for those who lack infrastructure.

“We are very thankful to our partners that come alongside, enabling us to reach the poorest of the poor,” said Jennifer Winn, Executive Administrator of ServingHIM. “We share the Good News, the hope and love of Jesus Christ.”

“ServingHIM’s mission aligns with my personal values of giving hope to the hopeless and serving as a beacon of light in a dark world,” said Dave Marlin Edwards, founder of the Marlin Medical Foundation. “In awarding this grant, I can provide tangible support for their medical and spiritual outreach programs, which are even more important today, when mission teams cannot travel to the areas of greatest need.”

The Marlin Medical Foundation seeks to support nonprofits and ministries in North Texas whose missions align with the foundation’s guiding principles. Applications are accepted on a rolling basis at marlinmedicalfoundation.org.
About Marlin Medical Foundation
The Marlin Medical Foundation is the philanthropic arm of Marlin Medical Solutions, a premier provider of high-quality medical devices, pharmaceuticals, consumables, and equipment in the healthcare industry. The Marlin Medical Foundation was founded by David Marlin Edwards to further his passion for philanthropy and serve as a beacon of light in a dark world.

About ServingHIM
ServingHIM is a 501c(3) nonprofit organization that is dedicated to serving others worldwide by ministering to both physical and spiritual needs. Normally our mission teams travel to impoverished areas in Romania, Guatemala, and Moldova to provide quality care to those in need both through our Dental and Medical Clinics and through community Health Fairs.
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